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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a new method for creating visually realistic moving facial image sequences that retain
an actor's personality (individuality, expression and characteristic movements) while altering the facial
appearance along a certain specified facial dimension. We combine two existing technologies, facial
feature tracking and facial image transformation, to create the sequences.  Examples are given of
transforming the apparent age, race and gender of a face. We also create 'virtual cartoons' by transforming
image sequences into the style of famous artists. The results show that static 2D face models can be used
to create realistic transformations of sequences that include changes in pose, expression and mouth
shape.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The use of computer graphics for altering the
apparent age, sex or race of static facial images is not
only entertaining but has found application in
psychology, medicine, forensics and education. The
extension of these methods to moving facial images
has the potential to enhance and expand these
applications. In this paper we show that an existing
facial transformation method based on static 2D
prototype ('average') facial images, combined with a
suitable face tracking method, can produce excellent
results. In addition, we extend the range of
transformations to include various artistic styles,
allowing the construction of 'virtual cartoons'.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

The synthesis and animation of facial images has
long been of interest in computer graphics research.
Early face models used geometrical methods
[Parke82] [Duffy88] [Thalm89], which have been
extended to include physics-based models of facial
tissues [Terzo93] [Koch96] [Lee00] and statistical

models of normal face variation [DeCar98] [Blanz99]
[Tidde99] [Vette97]. The animation of geometrical
models can be performed by morphing between
predefined expression components [Parke82]
[Duffy88] [Thalm89] [Pighn98]. For physics-based
face models, animation can be performed using
numerical simulation of muscle actions
[Water87][Lee95].

Many face-tracking algorithms have been
devised including those based on optical flow
constraints  [Mase91][DeCar00], active shape models
(ASM) [Baumb96][Edwar98] or energy minimising
point tracking techniques [Lucas81] [Lien00].

The reconstruction of tracked facial feature
movements by 'virtual actors' has application in
video telecommunication because of the potential for
low-bandwidth communication [Choi91] [Choi94].
This kind of technology has also been used to lip-
synch computer graphic animations with an actor's
voice and movements for film entertainment or virtual
avatars [Berge85] [Willi90] [Bregl97] [Essa96]
[Guent98][Ezzat00]. The animated characters are



either a direct clone of the original (in the case of
low-bandwidth communication) or are designed by a
3D-computer artist or computer algorithm. In this
work, instead of employing a computer artist, we use
facial transformations defined as the differences
between populations of facial images, from groups of
real individuals or sets of portraits in a particular
artistic style. These can be used, for example, to alter
the age or sex of an actor's face while retaining their
personality, expression and typical movements.

3. METHOD

DEFINING FACIAL PROTOTYPES

In this work facial transformations are defined as the
differences between two 'prototype' facial images e.g.
a male prototype and a female prototype. Each
prototype is constructed by averaging a set of facial
images in terms of 2D shape, pixel colour [Bensn91]
[Bensn93] and multiscale texture [Tidde00]. The
shape of each face in the set is delineated with 179
points located along contours around the major facial
features (eyes, nose and mouth) and the facial
border. The average shape is found by averaging the
position of each delineated point across the set i.e.
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where xi is the ith shape vector made from the x and y
coordinates of the n delineated face points i.e.
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and x  is the mean shape vector of N delineated
faces.

The colour of each pixel in the prototype
image is found by warping each component image
into the average shape and calculating the mean
colour i.e.
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where ( )yxi ,c  is the red, green and blue (RGB)

colour vector of image i at point (x,y), ),( i
y

i
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the translation vector given by the warping function
for image i and c is the mean colour over the N

images. In this work we use linear warping over a
Delaunay triangulation of the feature points, which
can be combined with a one-to-one constraint
algorithm to prevent the warped image folding
[Tidde01].

The process given above leads to prototype
images, which although realistic, do not always
represent the underlying sample in terms of texture
[Burt95]. By texture here we mean the intensity
difference between nearby pixels e.g. fine wrinkles or
the brush strokes of a particular artist. This is
because the warping process only aligns the large
scale facial features that have been delineated,
whereas the fine details become blurred.  To correct
for this effect we also find the average magnitude of
the intensity variations at multiple spatial scales by
decomposing the sample facial images into a
multiscale wavelet basis. For wavelet sub-band j of

image i ( j
iw ) we find the smoothed magnitude image
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im ) given by
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where H is a cubic B-spline smoothing filter and ∗  is
the convolution operator. The mean of the smoothed

magnitude images ( jm ) across the sample gives a
measure of the average edge strength at pixel (x,y)
and is given by
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The wavelet coefficients in the 'untextured'
(i.e. shape and colour only) prototype are amplified
(in a spatially varying manner) according to
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where
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is the smoothed magnitude of the wavelets of the

untextured prototype, and jw' is the textured
prototype's wavelet component. The textured
prototype is reconstructed from these amplified
wavelet components and the low-pass residual of the
untextured prototype. In this work we have used a
redundant wavelet representation with an exact
reconstruction formula. This process leads to



prototypes that better represent the underlying
sample in terms of texture. Example prototypes used
in this paper are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Example facial prototypes. From top left: El
Greco adult male (textured),  East-Asian adult male,

Modigliani adult male (textured), Chimpanzee
(textured), European adult male,  European older

male (textured), 1950's female 'pin-up',  European
adult female, European female child.

APPLYING FACIAL TRANSFORMATIONS

The facial prototypes described above define the
typical differences between two sets of images.
These differences can be applied to a delineated
individual static face image or individual face frame
from a sequence in five steps [Rowla95] (Figure 2).
The first step normalises the position of the two
prototypes to the subject. In this work we use a least
squares rigid body fit (translation, scaling and
rotation) [Arun87]. Secondly the translation of each
feature point from the source prototype (usually of
the same class as the image undergoing the
transform) to the destination prototype is calculated,
scaled if desired, and added to the subject's facial
feature point, i.e.

( )sdxx −+=′ α (8)

where x is the original shape vector, x' is the
transformed shape vector, d and s are the destination
and source prototype shapes respectively and α is
the shape change scale factor.

This defines the target shape for the
transform. The subject's image and the source and
destination prototype images are all then warped into
this new shape. In order to prevent the
transformation being swamped by a very bright or
highly saturated prototype a colour normalisation
step can be included. The average brightness and
saturation of the prototypes (across only face
points) are shifted to be the same as the subject's.
Finally the colour shift of each pixel from the source
prototype to the destination prototype is calculated,
scaled if desired and added to the colour of the
subject's pixel i.e.
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where n(t) is the (new) transformed image at pixel
t=(x,y), o is the original subject's image, d and s are
the destination and source prototype images

respectively and k
tW is the position vector given by

the warping function W for image k  to the new shape
at point t.

This completes a shape and colour
transformation of the subject image. This process is
similar to image morphing [Beier92][Lee96] but the
identity of the subject does not change through the
sequence. An additional texture transformation can
be included, but in this paper additional texture is
introduced by performing a shape and colour
transformation using a textured prototype as the
destination image when appropriate (e.g. when
adding wrinkles to age a face).

Figure 2. An illustration of the transformation
process: (a) Define new shape, (b) warp subject and
prototypes into new shape and (c) transform colours

at each pixel.  The prototype shape and colour
normalisation steps are not shown.



TRACKING FACIAL FEATURES

The steps above can be applied to every frame of a
moving sequence to construct a moving facial
transform. Manual delineation of each frame of a
sequence is not only tedious and time consuming,
but is likely to cause the sequence to jitter because
of small variations in the delineation from frame to
frame. A better solution is to use one of the many
tracking algorithms now available.

In this work we use an active shape model
(ASM) [Coote95][Lanit97] based face tracking
method [Baumb96][Edwar98]. ASMs need to be
trained with a large and varied database containing
faces of a variety of people with different poses and
expressions. Alternatively, an ASM can be built for
tracking an individual sequence by using a subset of
the frames from that sequence. This requires quite a
large amount of manual delineation but it has the
advantage that the tracking is robust against
apparent changes in identity (which can also be
included in a general ASM [Edwar98]). The
delineated facial data can be added to a general face
tracking ASM as more subjects are filmed.

Figure 3 shows selected frames from three
example sequences. The tracking copes well with
changes in pose and expression, including mouth
shape changes and eye blink.

Figure 3. Frames from three face tracking
examples.

4. RESULTS
The following results show a number of
transformations of the three tracked sequences of
Figure 3. The images illustrate how the sequence
maintains the identity, expression and pose of the
individual but is transformed along a single facial
parameter i.e. age, race, gender or art-style. Figure 4
shows frames from the first sequence transformed
across race (from Ethnically European to Ethnically
East-Asian), species (from human to chimpanzee)
and into the artistic style of El Greco.

Figure 5 shows the second sequence
transformed into an Ethnically East-Asian, an older
man and into the style of the artist Modigliani.
Comparison of the race transformations between
Figure 4 and Figure 5 illustrates how identity is
maintained across the transformation. The ageing
transformation of Figure 5 illustrates how wrinkles
e.g. forehead lines behave, moving in an apparently
natural manner, driven by the other nearby facial
features such as the eyebrows and mouth.

Figure 6 shows three transformations of the
third sequence of Figure 3: a gender transform
(female to male), an age transform (adult to child) and
an art transform (female photograph to 1950's female
'pin-up' style). This final transform demonstrates the
effect of using prototypes with different expressions.
The changing expressions from the sequence are still
clearly visible, but have been added to the open
mouth smile of the pin-up prototype (Figure 1).

Figure 4. Example transformations of the first
sequence of Figure 3. Top row: Ethnic East-Asian,

Centre row: Chimpanzee (75% transform), Bottom
row: El Greco's portrait style.



Figure 5. Example transformations of the second
sequence of Figure 3. Top row: Ethnic East-Asian,

Centre row: aged, Bottom row: Modigliani's portrait
style.

Figure 6. Example transformations of the third
sequence of Figure 3. Top row: Male, Centre row:

child, Bottom row: 1950's pin-up style.

5. CONCLUSION

The results above show that moving facial
transformations, based on static 2D prototypes
combined with active shape model based tracking,
can achieve realistic results. The transformations can
accommodate small head rotations (approx 15º) and
changing mouth and eye shapes (e.g. open and
closed). In addition, the properties added to the
subject during the transformation e.g. wrinkles,
appear to move naturally, even though those
features are not delineated or tracked. The technique
described in this paper has potential for application
in the film industry, for example for the virtual ageing
of actors instead of makeup, and for creating
cartoons in a particular artistic style from footage of
real actors. They also have potential for application
in psychological research, for example for
investigating the effects of age, gender or race on
subconscious stereotypic attitudes.
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